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ABSTRACT 

Semiconductor based electronic devices are being scaled into nano-meters of 

dimension. Present electronics demands the better material which will be reliable 

than the previous used semiconductor materials such as silicon. Silicon has now 

the less capability and also not optimum in all respect. Gallium Arsenide is now 

emerging good choice the other semiconductor like silicon and germanium. This 

work presents the basic physics of the single electron transistor (SET) using GaAs 

semiconductor material. The coulomb effect calculations in the SET, mobility of 

GaAs in the SET and permittivity vs. frequencies in order of THz depicts that 

GaAs SET may be used in the high frequency communication devices. Simulations 

graphs for permittivity, mobility etc done on Lumerical Device and FTDT tool. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since semiconductor based electronic devices are being scaled into nano-meters of dimension 

as shown in figure 1 this illustrate how technology trends change time to time. Electronic 

device engineers are generally worried with the method of scaling. The semiconductors 

industries has been so positive in providing continued electronic system performance 

improvement year to year that the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) has been 

printing roadmaps for semiconductor technology since 1992. These roadmaps symbolize a 

unanimity outlook of engineering trends, enchanting history as a monitor. Roadmaps [1] 

integrate participation from the international semiconductor industry, together with the 

Europe, Japan, United States, Korea, and Taiwan. Now presently technology is scaling down 

to 250nm to 180nm and 180nm-22nm an accordance of very well-known Moore‟s law which 

tells that numbers of transistor in the integrated circuits is doubled in every two year. It 

implies that Moore continuously refers to the size of the silicon established complementary 

metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS). 



 

Figure 1 Technology scale-down towards Nano-scale devices (by Sicard) 

In the last era, as semiconductor technology has continuous to follow the down scaling of 

device measurements into the nano-scale regime, various innovative and interesting questions 

have arisen regarding the physics of nano devices. Table 1 highlights some of the basic 

physical effects that are viewed as important in nano-electronics research [2]. 

Table 1 Effects on nano-electronic decvices 

Effects Effected features of nano-devices 

Transport effect Drift and Diffusion 

Size effect Spatial quantisation and Quantum resonance 

Environmental effects Synergetic effects and parasitic effects 

 

In nano-electronic devices such as single electron transistors play a very important role in the 

field of single molecule devices? Electron has the different nature like wave nature, quantum 

mechanical behaviour, press ion nature and magnetic properties. Figure 2 demonstrates the 

basic theory of single electronics. Let a small conductor (conventionally called an island) be 

initially electro-neutral. 
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Figure 2 Conducting island before and after addition of electron 

In this state the island does not generate any substantial electric field outside its margins, and 

a weak external force F may transport in an additional electron from outside. Let Q be the net 

amount of charge in island is –e and the resulting external electric field E must repulse the 

electron. Through the fundamental charge e = 1.6 X 10
-19

 Coulomb is quite small on the 

scaling point of view. The external electric field is inversely proportional to the square power 

of island size. 

2. PHYSICS OF SINGLE ELECTRON TRANSISTOR 

An outmoded field-effect transistor (FET) is a switch that active when electrons are added to 

a semiconductor and deactivate when they are removed. These high and low states give the 

ones and zero i.e. on and off that digital computers need for calculation. Remarkably, these 

transistors are almost completely typical in their physics. Merely a few numbers that depict 

their behaviour are extravagant by quantum mechanical effects. Transistor that tries on and 

off again and again every time one electron is added to it and removes from it; such device 

leads to the single electron transistor (SET) [3]. 

Single Electron Transistor has been prepared with precarious dimensions of just a few nano-

meter using semiconductor, metal, carbon nanotubes or individual molecules. A SET consist 

of a small conducting island also known as quantum-dot (QD) fixed to source and drain 

indications by tunnel junctions and cap actively coupled to one or more gate. The electrical 



activities of the tunnel junction depends on in what way that effectively barrier transmit the 

electron wave nature described by De-Broglie, which fall exponentially with the thickness 

and on the number of electron modes that interrupt on the barrier, which is assumed by the 

area of tunnel junction (between source and drain) divided by the square power of wave 

length [4] 

The basic geometry of SET is shown in figure 3 it consists of a conducting island coupled to 

source and drain leads by tunnel junctions and capacitive coupled to one gates. 
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Figure 3 SET basic geometry with single gate 

The corresponding circuit map is shown in figure 4.  A stray capacitance C
0 

from the island to 

ground and a random background charge on the island Q
0 

are also included in the model.  A 

straight-forward electrostatic calculation shows that the voltage of the island as a function of 

the number of electrons on the island is described by equation (1) [5], 

  

              Vi = (-ne + Qo + C1V1 + C2V2 + CgVg + CoVgo)/C∑I    … (1) 

 

As the number of gate increasing, for increasing inputs respectively, the respective 

capacitance is also increasing. From equation (1) n symbolizes the statistical totality of the 

total no. of electrons on island, Qo is charge stored in Stray capacitor, Q1 = C1V1 and Q2 = 

SOURCE                     ISLAND               DARIN 

+V/2 

Vg 

-V/2 



C2V2 are the tunnel junction charges and stray charges divided by the sum of all capacitance 

C∑I. 

 

 

Figure 4 Equivalent electrical circuit of SET 

3. COLOUMB EFFECT ON SET 

There are a number of altitudes of complexity with which models developed to understand 

the columbic nature of electron like particle. The simplest is called the Coulomb blockade 

model [3], and treats the droplet of confined electrons as a metal particle. Think about how an 

electron tunnels from one end to another end. Let us consider the particle is neutral in the 

fixed domain. By fluctuating Vgo in the equivalent circuit shown in figure 4, we can choose 

any value of Qo, this charge is responsible for minimize the energy, were not the charge 

quantized. But, for the reason that the real charge is quantized in nature, only isolated values 

of the energy E are possible. When Qo = −ne, for which an integer number n of electrons, the 

Coulombs interaction results in an energy difference U = e
2
/2C for increasing or decreasing. 

Thus there is an energy gap that destroys charge fluctuations. For all values of Qo except Q0 = 

− (n + 1/2)e there is a smaller but condition is that is non-zero, energy gap for adding or 

subtracting an electron. Under these circumstances no current can flow at temperature T = 0. 

Conversely, when Q0 = − (n + 1/2)e the state with Q = −ne and that with Q = −(n + 1)e are 

degenerate in nature; the charge oscillates between the high and low values even at zero 

temperature [3]. Accordingly, the energy gap disappears and current can flow from one end 

drain to another end source. 

Coulomb energy is given by the equation (2). In this C represents the total capacitance of 

drain-source and gate capacitor. 
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From equation (2) it is clear that the bias voltage, also known as coulomb gap voltage, is e/2C 

at each tunnel junction. Since the thermal energy at room temperature is less important than 

the coulomb energy [6]. 

Hence                                     ET = kT              … (3) 

From equation (3), ET represents the thermal energy, now the relationship between equation 

(2) and (3) for single electron devices is given in equation (4). 

         kT <<  
  

  
              ... (4) 

    C   <<  
  

   
 ≈ 3.09 X 10

-18
 Farads           … (5) 

The capacitance for the tunnel junction is related with gap in source and drain of distance „d‟ 

which is the diameter for island, hence from equation (5) diameter must be < 10nm. 

There are a wide range of resources preferred for SET based on the certain properties 

preferred in the system. Relevant properties consist of the ease of fabrication, the capacitance 

of the material, crystalline structure, electron mobility, and ease of growing oxide layers. 

There are two classes of single electron transistors used today, metallic and semiconducting. 

Gallium aluminium arsenide and gallium arsenide are the good choice the other 

semiconductor like silicon and germanium. Let‟s take the structure of GaAs it has the face 

cantered cubic (FCC) geometry and the molecular structure is show in figure 5. 

    

Figure 5 Structure of GaAs and lattice, primitive cell information (atomistic toolkit VNL) 



From figure 5 it is clear the crystal structure of the unit cell is always the same as that of a 

bigger chunk such as island of the GaAs. Six lattice constants are generally required to define 

the shape and the size of a unit cell. 

4. EFFECTIVE MASS AND MOBILITY OF GsAs IN SET 

In the encouragement of the crystal potential of the semiconductor, electron and holes can be 

guessed as free charge with an effective mass. The device under certain temperature „T‟ can 

vary the effective mass philosophies which in second order differential equation. 

m
*
(T)

 
= m(T) + αT + βT

2
    …(6) 

Where α and β are the coefficients. 

To explore the effective mass properties set dielectric permittivity at 13.2 and the intrinsic 

work function 4.78 eV. Temperature verses effective for different coefficient shown as in the 

figure 6(a) for this α and β taken same 90. The parameters of GaAs taking is 0.03 m
*
/m and 

0.4 m
*
/m. Now figure 6(b) shows the relationship between effective mass with the 

temperature for this α and β are 10, 15 and 15, 20. No. of holes and electrons are 8.127e
6
. The 

mobility in the drift and diffusion mechanism refers to the motion of the carriers. Mo ilit  for 

GsAs at 300 C with the electron and holes concentration is 8500 cm
2
/V-s and 400 cm

2
/V-s. 

The velocity saturation for electrons and holes in GaAs is 10
+07

. Figure 7 shows the variation 

of mobility against temperature. Figure 8 shows the graph between mobility vs. gradient 

means mobility per cm. 

    

Figure 6(a, b) effective mass vs. different temperatures with different α and β 



 

Figure 7 Mobility for holes and electrons in GaAs  

 

Figure 8 Mobility vs. Mobility/cm 

Band gap describes the electronic band structure of the material. It is the energy in between 

the conduction  and and valence  and, for GaAs the  and gap is 1.42248 eV where α and β 

taken as 0.0005405 and 204 and also per cm
3
 intrinsic carrier concentration is 6.54874e

17
.  

5. FREQUENCY VS. PERMITTIVITY 

Permittivity for a material refers to the complex sum of real permittivity and the imaginary 

permittivity. Due to quantum and precision effect of atom permittivity is associated with 

some angular frequenc  „w‟, and hence „2πf‟. 

ε
*
(w) = εr(w) + εi(w)     …(7) 

where εr(w) is the real permittivit  it is stored energ , εi(w) is the imaginary permittivity it is 

the losses of energy and w = 2πf is angular frequenc . 



For GaAs at fit tolerance of 0.1, there are different ranges of frequencies such as 1-10 THz, 

10-100THz and 100-200THz. All the plots in between permittivity and frequency for 

mentioned frequencies range is shown in the figures 9(a, b, c). 

  

 

Figure 9(a, b, c) Permittivity at different frequencies ranges 

Figure 9(a, b, c) shows that GaAs has a big operability at the higher range of frequencies and 

permittivity is directly linked with the conduction and also mobility hence it also shows the 

relationship for conductivity for GaAs single molecule devices. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) was accepted over by the chip making trade because it was less 

profuse and less anticipated than silicon. Researchers, conversely, have had substantial break-

through with GaAs in fresh years and there seems to be growing interest in GaAs as silicon. 

A number of electronic material goods of GaAs such as, it have higher electron mobility, also 

permitting GaAs single molecule devices to function at much higher frequencies in order of 

THz. These assets recommend GaAs circuitry in microwave point-to-point communications, 

satellite communications and higher frequency radars. Another advantage of GaAs is wide 



band gap for resistance to radiation damage; GaAs is superb material for astronomical 

electronics and optical electronics in high power applications. This paper shows that the 

GaAs is fit of the single molecule device just because of the operability at the high frequency 

ranges also it has better mobility of carriers. This paper also explores that it is pretty possible 

to increase the speed of the single molecules devices. 
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